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Selena Gomez Remains The Queen Of Cozy In A
Teddy Coat And Snakeskin Mock Neck
BY ALYSSA BAILEY  NOV 6, 2019
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Selena Gomez isn't the type to suffer for fashion when she can look just as good wearing
cozy stuff. The singer was photographed out in Brentwood, California, yesterday, in
another stylish but comfy look. Gomez paired a white American Eagle teddy jacket with a
snakeskin Leset mock neck top, jeans, and white sneakers for a business lunch at the
Brentwood Country Mart.

The outt almost looks Hallmark holiday movie-
ready with the coat and snowake-like-from-afar
print top. 'Tis the season.

This is a big week for Gomez. The singer just
nabbed her rst number 1 song on the Billboard
Hot 100 and Rolling Stone 100 charts, "Lose You to
Love Me." Gomez wrote on her Instagram about
how excited she was about this song in particular
getting the honor and how much it meant to her.

"My rst number 1!! This song is so dear to my
heart," she captioned the celebratory post. "I’ve
been working so hard to make this album as
honest and fun as possible while remaining
vulnerable enough to share where I am in life. I
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love you deeply and thank you so much for
listening. I want to thank each and every person
that was apart of this moment that I’ll never
forget!"

"Lose You to Love Me" had another viral moment
yesterday, when a mashup of it and Gomez's ex Justin Bieber's breakup song about her,
"Sorry" started circulating on social media and news outlets. That remix video by music
producer Andy Wu now has over 1.3 million views.
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